Welcome to the My Navy Portal (MNP) Release 3 Quick Tour! This Quick Tour highlights the new Release 3 capabilities and provides an overview of what’s new in MNP. The major focus for Release 3 was to develop, test, and release a low bandwidth version of MNP that can be accessed afloat and ashore in areas with limited bandwidth. With Release 3, Sailors have new options to access the low bandwidth version of MNP, including:

- Ability to select access to the low bandwidth version of MNP upon login
- Ability to toggle between low bandwidth and high bandwidth versions of MNP on any page within MNP

To access MNP, please visit: https://my.navy.mil
Choose the Low Bandwidth Version of MNP Upon Login

The low bandwidth version of MNP removes all photos, graphics, and formatting found on the standard version of MNP in order to minimize the time it takes for each page to load in your browser. The low bandwidth version of MNP will load faster, perform smoother, and allow you to quickly complete Navy career tasks in MNP. The release of the new MNP low bandwidth capability is in response to Sailor feedback and has been the most requested feature since the MNP BETA was released in February.

If you would like to access the low bandwidth version of MNP, please click the check box above the MNP Log In button before logging into the portal. Once inside MNP, users will have the option to toggle between low bandwidth and high bandwidth versions of any page in the portal.
Switch Between Low and High Bandwidth Versions of MNP

The screenshots below show both the high bandwidth (top photo) and low bandwidth (bottom photo) versions of the MNP main page. A new button has been added to the bottom right of each page in MNP just above the Feedback button. This button allows you to toggle the display between the high and low bandwidth versions of the portal on any page, at any time.
Some MNP Content Not Available in Low Bandwidth

Please be aware that there may be areas of the portal that are not available in low bandwidth. When in low bandwidth mode, if you see a menu item that is greyed out, this is a clue that you must switch to high bandwidth mode to access this area of MNP. If you hover your mouse over the greyed out area, a pop-up alert will appear to let you know this content is not available in low bandwidth and to switch to high bandwidth mode in order to view.

In this menu, note how the “A” & “C” Schools section is greyed out to let you know this info is unavailable in low bandwidth mode.

This photo shows the pop up alert box that appears when you hover your mouse over an area that cannot be accessed while in low bandwidth mode.

Not available in low-bandwidth mode. Please switch to high-bandwidth mode.